
emphatic
[ımʹfætık] a

1. 1) выразительный; подчёркнутый, эмфатический

her answer was an emphatic❝No!❞ - она ответилакатегорически «Нет!»

2) настойчивый, настоятельный(о просьбе и т. п. )
emphatic opinion - твёрдое убеждение
emphatic denial - категорический отказ
he was emphatic in his assertion that ... - он настойчиво утверждал, что ...
I must be emphatic on this point - я должен настаивать на этом моменте

3) явный; яркий; бросающийся в глаза
emphatic success - несомненный успех
emphatic speaker - темпераментныйоратор

2. лингв. эмфатический
emphatic mood - эмфатическое наклонение
emphatic pronoun - усилительное местоимение
emphatic stress - эмфатическое ударение
emphatic plural - эмфатическое или поэтическое множественное число

Apresyan (En-Ru)

emphatic
em·phat·ic AW BrE [ɪmˈfætɪk] NAmE [ɪmˈfætɪk] adjective
1. an emphatic statement, answer, etc. is given with force to show that it is important

• an emphatic denial /rejection
2. (of a person) making it very clear what you mean by speaking with force

• He was emphatic that he could not work with her.
• She was equally emphatic about the importance of discipline.

3. an emphatic victory, win, or defeat is one in which one team or player wins by a large amount

Derived Word: ↑emphatically

Word Origin:
[emphatic emphatically ] early 18th cent.: via late Latin from Greek emphatikos, from emphasis originally appearance, show, later
denoting a figure of speech in which more is implied than is said (the original sense in English), from emphainein ‘exhibit’ , from
em- ‘in, within’ + phainein ‘to show’.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

emphatic
em phat ic AC /ɪmˈfætɪk/ BrE AmE adjective

[Word Family: verb: ↑emphasize; noun: ↑emphasis; adverb: ↑emphatically; adjective: ↑emphatic]

1. expressing an opinion, idea etc in a clear, strong way to show its importance:
an emphatic denial

emphatic that
Wilde was emphatic that the event should go ahead.

emphatic about
He was pretty emphatic about me leaving.

2. emphatic win/victory/defeat a win etc in which one team or player wins by a large amount
—emphatically /-kli/ adverb
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